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Weekly Bites
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YouTube:  http: //www.youtube.com/CARDFIGHTVanguard
Crunchyroll:  http: //www.crunchyroll.com/

Image 10 “Wind of Aichi!!”
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Aichi’s deck is just the same as Trial Deck, “Sendou Aichi”.
He has obtained one specially illustrated “Blaster Blade” from Kai, 

and collected 3 pieces of normally illustrated “Blaster Blade”!

×３×１

Anime info: Aichi’s Blaster Blades
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Let’s peek at some of the scenes!

What’s happening at the end of this episode? 

Sneak Peeks of “Image 11”

Image 11 “Battle of Men!!”
Kamui Katsuragi and Gouki Daimonji battle in the deciding match. While trying to defeat 
Gouki, Kamui recalls what Gouki once said to him. 
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・Punishing the unworthy!

・Arrived at Card Capital
because she was attracted by …?

Kyou Yahagi
Murakumo

・A sixth grade just like Kamui!
・Burst the strongest combo with Duel Dragon

Zanbaku!?

・ Luring Aichi and Kamui in the shadow?!

Asuka Narumi
Pale Moon

Sneak Peeks on Team Asteroid!
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・Leader of Team Asteroid! 
・Holding the power to listen to the voice of

the units – PSY Qualia
・Revealing more details of his past with 

Kai！

Tetsu Shinjou
Dark Irregulars

・ Using VF Gloves to invade card shops! 

・ In order to study PSY Qualia!

・ He got new colours of clothe! 

Ren Suzugamori
Shadow Paladin

Sneak Peeks on Team Asteroid!



・Get your Vanguard Power +5000!

・If your Vanguard’s power is 35000 or greater,
this unit gets power +10000! 

©Project Vanguard2018※The images may differ from the actual product

Dimensional Robo, Daidragon
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Ultimate Dimensional Robo, 
Great Daiyusha

・When placed, 3 of your front row units get power     
+10000!

・At the end of the battle that your Vanguard  
attacked, if that unit’s power is 45000 or greater
→ Superior Ride this card and gets power +10000!



2018.8.31(fri)

Stand Up!
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―Featured Clans―
Aqua Force, 

Dimension Police, 
Granblue



Look forward to next week’s episode too!
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NEXT UPDATE: 
Cardfight!! Vanguard Weekly Bites 

～Episode 11～

Weekly 

Bites
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